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Relax, Unwind, De-Stress, and Color In Your Dreams With These 35 Beautiful Unicorn and Fairy

Illustrations. Imagine sitting down to relax and color your way through a beautiful fantasy realm full

of unicorns and fairies. Pick a page that jumps out to you and let the fun begin!  ***See a teaser

video with all the pages in Magical Unicorns and Fairies on Youtube at

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4G6lNx8KEY LightBurst Media is committed to bringing you

fun and unique adult coloring books for you to relax and enjoy! We are quickly becoming an  favorite

adult coloring book brand and hope you enjoy our coloring books! What you can expect from

Magicial Unicorns and Fairies:  FUN hand-drawn detailed pages, no computer generated or stock

images here!Ã‚Â  Unicorns, Fairies, and Magicial landsÃ‚Â  Images printed single sidedÃ‚Â 

Detailed stress relieving designs perfect for both Adults, Teens and Older Kids Ã‚Â  A great gift for

people that love unicorns, fairies or fantasy!  Pick up your copy of Magical Unicorns and Fairies

today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of the page for a fun way to relax and unwind!
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Magical Unicorns and Fairies by Maria Tiarra Venice Cadiz and published by LightBurst Media is an

A4 sized paper-backed book which is glue-bound. All the pages are one-sided so you

wonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t have to worry about ruining the back if you use markers. The paper is that of 

Createspace; it is thin and about the thickness of copier paper with a bit of a tooth to it. There is a

copyright page followed by an introduction, then over the page are details of where you can share



your coloured pictures. It has a glossy cover and has a beautiful coloured image of a pretty fairy with

her floral bedecked unicorn on the front and on the back are three black and white thumbnails of

illustrations from within the book. On opening the book you are met with a greyscale image of the

front cover on the first page.There are 35 colourable illustrations that feature on one side of the

page only , so you could easily use alcohol or water-based markers in the book. I would however

place a spare sheet of paper behind that which you are working on as I found that even with

water-based felt tips there was shadowing and bleed-through. For those who prefer pencils it takes

them well too, although a bit of blending may help as the grain shows a little due to the paper having

some tooth (roughness), however you can layer as much as you like.The illustrations are either of

unicorns, fairies or both. They are generally very pretty and some of the illustrations are truly lovely,

but I was disappointed and at first I wasnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t sure why. On closer inspection I

realized bits of the artwork could have been so much nicer or seemed unnecessary to the picture. I

found some of the backgrounds confusing as to what some things were. There are a lot of wiggly

lines, swirls and patterns to fill in some backgrounds which I felt spoiled the pictures, especially as

some were a bit messily done. I couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t always tell which was supposed to be the

unicorns mane for instance and which was the background. Some of the main images have enough

detail and fill the majority of the page so it didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t need all this.Yes, I know

itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s hand drawn so there will be mistakes, but I found so many it stood out to me

and some of these could have been put right with an eraser and pencil before inking in. I also

donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t like the weird circular noses some of the fairies have, giving a snout like

appearance, yet on other illustrations they are well drawn. Generally itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a pretty

book, and some of the illustrations are delightful, but for some of the fairies and unicorns I think I

would have to cut out from the background and use them as decoupage or re-mount on blank paper

first. Sometimes simpler is better, but this is just my personal opinion and others may love this.

ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s just not a favourite for me.

Bought this to send to my daughter in school. Her and her friends started coloring together to keep

the college stress at bay and I thought she would like it. Well... I started looking through it, the art is

so amazing, and ended up coloring one of the pages myself. Sooo now I'm ordering another copy

for her :-)

MY DAUGHTER IS FIGHTING CANCER AND SHE LOVES FANTASY. SHE LOVES THE NEW

COLORING BOOK I GOT FOR HER. ADULT COLORING BOOKS HELP PASS THE TIME WHEN



YOU ARE VERY SICK. COLORING BOOKS HAVE BEEN A GODSEND.

Fairies and Unicorns!Love the unique, whimsical and enchanting illustrations. Magical wonders!

Maria Tiarra Venice Cadiz is the illustrator of this book. Unfortunately, searching that name I can't

find any other of her work. I hope she gets credited on the cover in the future. This is a lovely book,

very ethereal and detailed, but not to the point of being tedious (I know I say that alot if you read my

reviews but that balance is important to me).

beautiful art work and love the pictures. Busy but not to busy for my eyes. 100% satisfied.

Great pictures to color with a lot of details.

Great detail and fine lines. Coloring can be therapeutic and this book will take a long time to finish.
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